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Abstract
Since?Law concerning the Promotion of the Specific Non-profit Activities?(usually called "Non-
Profit Organization Law") was enforced in December, 1998, the movement of the Japanese society has
apparently changed. Many NPOs appeared to realized the wish of the individual, taking responsible
actions for the society by obtaining the corporation veil. Calling this phenomenon the?awakening of the
individual,?I really feel that it is high time for Japan to be getting furnished with an vital condition to
realize the civil society.
This thesis is intended to verify historically how the?awakening of the individual?was born and
raised in Europe where it formed the modern civil society earlier than anywhere else.
Considering what it was like in the Medieval Age, which was called the?Dark Age?without the
?awakening of the individual,?I took notice of the fact that a momentum in the era grew into the origin
from which the civil revolution sprang later in history to overturn the Age of Absolutism.
Therefore, I referred to 3 major thinkers who were the standard-bearers for the theory of social
contract. These bore fruit which was harvested at the Declaration of Independence in America and that
of the Rights of Man and Citizen in France. The following global movement tells us what an important
and epoch-making role the?awakening of the individual?played in the history of the world.
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